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LIBRARY

Director Pat Mann Chooses Cast For "Ah Wilderness"
Eugene O'Neill's "Ah Wilderness" will bo presented in the
Main Auditorium Oet. B0-28 at
8:30 p.m.
Kour three-net performances will be staffed.
Playing the major roles in the
play are Dick Ilaunum, Hill Prentice, Kvalce Smith, Dorothy SkriloU, Hal Haumle, Pat Sikcs, M it /i
Peterson, Mid John McAndrcws
Supporting cast includes Hick
I.enhart, Flossie Heer, John Sokol,
Tom Mix. Wayne Riley. Stanlcigh
Fisk, and Jane Pcnrce.
Pat Mann, speech instructor,
will direct the piny. "Ah Wilderness" is a "comedy of recollections" sci in Connecticut in I'.tflo.
Three different sets will be
used, and the play will he on state
daring Homecoming Weekend.
Speech Clinic Will Meet Hare
Speech Department members

"AH WILDERNESS" CAST meets to begin rtkuruli for the new play to be staged Oct. 20-24 at
8:30 p.m. ia the Main Auditorium. Speech instructor Pat Mann U directing tha caat.

OFFICIAL
STUDENT
PUBLICATION

No. 42

will he very busy this weekend.
Saturday a Speech Clinic will convene here.
Full details appear
on column 1, page 2 of the Bee
Gee News.

Bee Qee Neuul

Telephone 2631

Weather
Sttnd Year

Yearbook Announces Key Beauty Election
By John Dyer

Homecoming Committees Appointed
Toledo Tickets Go On Sale
Queen Election
A Homecoming Queen will he
elected Oct. IX
Names and 8 x 10 photographs
of all candidates must be submitted to Pies. Frank J. Prout by 4
p.m. Oct. 8.
All organizations are allowed to
enter contestants. No two organizations can sponsor one candidate. Final eligibility is in the
hands of the Election Committee.
Names submitted for election after the Oct. 8 deadline are void.
Campaigning is open subject to
the following regulations: J. All
posters removed by 5 p.m. Election Day. 2. No campaign material in the Well or on the campus
tree.
8. No campaign material
may be displayed "n the exterior
of buildings.

Health Department
To Send X-Ray Unit
For Student Checkup
An X-ray unit from the State
Department of Health will be
here from Oct. 11-88.
At that
time, students may have chest
X-rays made as a check on possible tubercular infection.
X-raying details will be arranged by the Health Education
403 class. Schedules will be posted so that students will know when
to have their X-ray photos taken.
University Health Coordinator
Samuel M. Cooper announces that
the X-rays will be taken free of
charge.
No disrobing will be
necessary as the pictures can be
taken without removing any clothing.
Contests will he planned so as
to encourage 100 per cent cooperation among faculty, students, and
university employees.
Sponsoring the X-ray unit are
the Wood County Health Department, Wood County Tuberculosos
Association, and the University
Health Committee.
Richard Halone and Donna Lea
are heading committees in charge
of the project. All reports and
pictures will be handled as confidential material. Pictures can be
taken at the rate of 175 per hour.

Student tickets for the Howling
Green-Toledo football game will
go on sale Monday, (let. I, in the
Athletic Office of the Men's Gym,
The price of the tickets are
$1.50.
All of the 1000 tickets
available are reserve seats.
Ac
Cards must be presented when
purchasing tickets. Reserved sent
tickets for other than students will
also be available at $2.00
General admission tickets will be on
sale at Toledo the nihht of the
game for $1.50.

University Constructs
Fine Arts Building
Excavations behind Fraternity
Row murk the site of the new Fine
Arts llldg. which will be completed
sometime next summer or fall. In
spite of its name the II rooms will
house only the Art Dept.. according to Willard F. Wankelman, assistant professor of Art.
A long, low, modern brick structure, the new building will be so
unique as to rate an article soon
to be published in one of the national college magazines.
Three ceramic tiles 30 inches
square will decorate the building
front.
They will be made and
designed by Charles Lakofsky,
new ceramics teacher.

A Capella Plans
New England Tour
A Cappella Choir under the direction of James Paul Kennedy has
planned a big year.
This year
the tour will be through the New
England States including upper
New York, Connecticut, Vermont,
Rhode Island, Massachusetts, and
New Jersey. They are booked for
a concert in New York City's
Town Hall and will broadcast over
the NHC network. This tour"succeeds last years successful one
through St. Louis, Kansas City,
and Denver.
Officers for the choir have been
elected. They are James Dunn,
president; Guy Smith, vice president; Helen Burdo, secretary;
Jacqueline Smith and Barbara
Ward, librarians; Marilyn Weisz,
publicity; Jack Warner and James
Schwarz, stage managers; and Pat
Sanguinetti, manager.

A "President For A Day" election will be sponsored by the 1949
Kay.
This information was released yesterday by Ray Shellhammer, Editor of tha Kay.

. Homecoming Program Committees have been chosen to supervise
the annual Homecoming Game on
Oct. 21.
The homecoming proFormerly a Key King and
gram is under the sponsorship of
Queen were elected by the camthe Faculty Committees on Alumni
pus-at-large. This year, a "Mr.
mid Public Relations, the Student
President" and three "Key llcnuSenate, Inter-Fraternity Council, .ties" will be featured.
the Panhellenic Council, and the
A "Beauty Parade" will be
Women's Independent Society.
staged Sunday, Oct. 17.
The
special committees are:
parade will present the floats and
Invitation — Walter A Zaugg, candidates who will vie for the
chairman; I. William Miller, Bill
presidential chair and the beauty
Wagner, Sam Morcll, Barbara titles. Floats and candidates will
Provost, Evelyn Hell, and Vir- be entered by various dorms, fraginia Grod,
ternities, and other groups.
Publicity—Jesse Currier, chairLater an all-campus election
man ; W. E. Steller, Harold Flngg, will decide the winning candidates.
Bob Mudgett, and Libby Earnest.
Results of the election will bo
Reception and registration—L. kept secret until the spring when
F. Manhart, chairman; Peggy Boy- the Key Beauties will he presented
sen, I. W. Miller, and W. E. Sing- by the President. The successful
er.
candidate will top off the CoronaProgram—Laura Heston, chair- tion Day by taking over the duties
man; Carolyn Shaw.
of Dr. Prout.
Ways and .Means 1. W. Miller,
Presidential
candidates must
Chairman; A. B. Conklin.
meet certain qualifications in orHomecoming Queen Election—
der to qualify as university proxy.
Student Senate, Sam Morell,
Each "hopeful should present an
chairman.
actual election platform. Names
Crowning of Homecoming
of the presidential choices mu. t
Queen -Women's Athletic Associ- be submitted to the Key Office by
ation, Evelyn Hell, chairman.
Oct. 13.
Awards and Recognitions—BetMr. Shellhammer declared that
ty Sandera, chairman; W. E.
Steidtmann, Betty George. W E. the Key Beauties and "Mi. President"
will have a special section
Steller.
Friday Night Program — Inter- in the university yearbook. Furfraternity and Panhellenic Coun- ther details on the new contest
cils, Bill Wagner, and Barbara are being arranged and w ill be
published at a later date.
Provost.
Saturday Night Program—Women's Independent Society, Virginia Grod, Chairman.
Homecoming Day and fhe
Homecoming Game will take place
Bowling Grean'i 1948-49 enon Oct. 21. The election of the
tertainment schedule include*
Homecoming Queen will climax
the following speakers and
the day's activities, followed by
musical presentations:
the Coronation Ball.
Oct.
28 U.S. Marine Band
Matinea—3 p.m., Gymnasium
Evening — 8:30 p.m.,
Gymnasium
Nov.
Geography and Geology Depart3 Frits Kreisler — 8:15,
ment has been moved to 101A,
Gymnasium
since the SCF has taken over its
11 Dr. Kurt von Schuschformer office; i
nigg—10 a.m., Audi*
The department, headed by Dr.
torium
Samuel Mayfleld, is planning to
21 Andra Maurois——3 p.m.,
take field trips this semester
. Auditorium
throughout Ohio.
Both major
Fab.
and minor sections of classes will
13 Cornelia Otis Skinner—
take these tours.
8:15 p.m., Gymnasium
First of the excursions was to
March
Sylvania last Saturday for a study
9 Or 13 Pittsburgh Symof quarrying: Later there will be
phony Orchestra—
a trip to Athens and other parts
8:18 p.m., Gymnasium
of southeastern Ohio.
24 Eva Jassya Choir—8:15
8:15 p.m., Gymnasium
AUTO PERMITS
April
Students and faculty members
3 Max Eastman — 3 p.m.,
must 'secure auto permits from
Auditorium
Dean A. B. Conklin's Office if they
Prof. Wilbur J. Aball is diexpect to drive their car on Unirecting the entertainment proversity property. Freshmen will
gram. Ha replaces Professor
not be granted permits.
Emeritus John Schwarz.

1948-49 Guests

Geology Department
Moves To New Site

■

ELECTION COMMITTEE is headed by Sal Guidice. Sal
tha center of the Senate Election Committee pictured above,
group has laid plans to the coming elections.

I

Th.

A barrage of publicity will hit the campus next Wednesday as freshmen go to the polls to elect class officers. Senate
Election Committee members announce that campaigning will
be open this year.
However, there are several rules guiding the campaigns.
The Election Committee will determine final eligibility of all

Kappa Sigs Sing
At Sports Arena

WARMER

Wedneedoy. September 29. 1948

Plan Elections

Kappa Sigma fraternity will
sing at the Toledo Sports Arena.
The group, twice winners of the
Interfrnternity Sing, will be the
guests of Hoagy Carmichael, singing song writer.
Mr. Cnrniichncl's "Hollywood
Stardust Revue" show wilt appear
in the Arena on Oct. 4 at 8:30 p.m.
Hoagy gave tickets to the Kappa
Sigma chapter on campus and invited them to sing during the Toledo show.
Hoagy Carmichael wrote and
dedicated the song, "Stardust" to
his college fraternity, Kappa Sigma. He also wrote "Hong Kong
Blues," "Old Buttermilk Sky," und
"Lazybones."
President und Mrs. F. J. Prout
will be guests of the Bowling Green
Knppa Sigma chapter when the
fraternity sings at tho Sports
Arena.
Hoagy (short for "Hoagland")
recently toured Kngland, where ho
had a command performance before King George and Queen Elisabeth.
He has had roles in "Best Years
of Our Lives," "Night Song," and
other movies.

Leadership Dinner
Will Be Held Oct. 12
At Falcon's Nest
The eighth annual AWS-sponsored Leadership Dinner for outstanding campus women will be
held Oct. 15 at the Falcon's Nest.
Helen Schlemnn, Dean of Women
at Purdue University and co-author of the book, "Your Best Foot
Forward," will be the guest speaker.
Women students eligible to attend are student frnvernment officers, publication heads, members
of Cap and Gown, sorority presidents, presidents of clubs and honoraries, the executive board of
AWS and its legislative board
which includes house chairmen,
class, off-campus, and town representatives, and presidents of Panhellenic, WRA. and WIS.
President und Mrs. F. J. Prout,
Dean Wilder, Dean and Mrs. Conklin, and Mrs. Maude Sharpe (former Dean of Women at Bowling
Green), will be the honored
guests.
Chairmen for the dinner are:
Grace Kusenburg, general chairman; Nancy Nelson, decorations;
Ruth Hausrath, program; Peg
Boyson, invitations; Alice Elton
and Donna Walker, coffee hour;
and Betsy Curtiss, publicity.

candidates. No campaign material
may he placed in the Well, the exterior of buildings, or on the campus trees. All other locations may
he utilised.
Posters must he down by 5 p.m.
on the day of the election. Freshmen will vote in the Well; they
must show their Activity Cards
before voting.
The preferential
ballot will be used.

At the Nomination Convention

Monday niv:lit, a spirited crowd of
-lt)0 gathered in the PA Auditorium to name the following candidates for ollice:
For president: Jerry Martin,
Dale Keighley, Hairy Scitz, Kenny
Kiienning. and llyron fluids.
For vice president: Ginny Orthwein, Hob Wilson, Albert Iandolo,
and Jack Davis.
For secretary: Barbara Cameron, Howard West, Phyllis Ycrgin, and Mary Husam.
For treasurer: Phil Itroughton,
Tom Karhler, Robert Reed, and
Joseph Mithers.
Candidates must submit petitions to Sal Galdice, Pi Kappa
Alpha house, by -r' p.m., Oct. 1.

Student Senate Fills
3 Court Vacancies
Vacancies in SI u d e n t Court
wen- tilled by appointment of
three new justices by Student Senate Monday night. New members
are: Lillian Hanic, junior; Peggy
Ann llaringer, junior; and Hob
Mallas, senior.
These three were chosen from
among 13 applications for tho
justice positions, it was announced
by Sam Morell, Senate president.
Only students who have completed
four semesters in residence with
an academic average of 2.5 or
more are eligible.
Two justices carried over from
last year ure Gordon Doniick and
Joe Mercurio, both seniors. One
of the five justices will be elected*
to the position of chief justice.
The faculty representative appointed by Pros. Frank J. Prout
is Dr. Benjamin L. Pierce, professor of Business Administration.
Sam Morell also announced the
appointment of Bob Mudgett and
Barbara Provost as members-atlurge to the Executive Committee
of Student Senate.

Debate Team Plans
For Coming Year

Directory To Be Done
By November 1

Bowling Green's prize-winning
Debate Squad has reorganized for
the new season. "With all members of last year back for another
year, prospects are bright for n
good year in debate," adviser M.
Harold Mikle declares.
Joining the veteran squad will
be 11 upperclassmcn who plan to
gain experience in debate.
Five freshmen are working with
the squad.
Debate question this year will
be "Federal Aid to Education."

The Student Directory should be
ready for distribution by the Student Christian Fellowship on Nov.
1, reports Jim Limbacher, editor.

Heavy Sales Flood
Local Book Store

Typing has already started on
the faculty, sorority and fraternity
sections of the Directory. No more
names or corrections are being accepted.

Sales of books and supplies arc
still keeping the University Bookstore very busy. Enough copies
were available for most texts,
while renew orders are in for
those copies that sold out.

BEE GEE NEWS
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Same Old Stotof...
School spirit at Bowling Green apparently Is
taking the same course this year that It did the
past several years. The Falcons opened their
football season at Ohio University last Saturday
even though a majority of the student body may
not have been aware of It. Other than the
story appearing In the Bee Gee News, there was
no announcement of this game on campus. Students who read only the first page of the Bee
Gee News, may be amazed to leam that Bowling
Green has started Its football campaign.
Saturday, the Orange and Brown travels north
to meet Central Michigan In a night game.
Again, It seems apparent that the only announcement will be In the Bee Gee News. Up to this
time no posters have been seen, no banners
hare been displayed, and not one word has
been whispered about a pep rally.
SISSIC, a secret organization on campus, has
as Its main oblectlve the purpose of promoting
school spirit. This organization is composed of
two unknown male members of the sophomore,
junior, and senior classes. Four members are
carried over each year and should be ready to
begin work early In the school year. So far this
fall SICSIC seems to be maintaining more
secrecy than spirit.
This same situation existed last year and only
after agitation from various sources was school
spirit aroused when the season was half completed . School spirit would be markedly Improved
If campus organizations instead of waiting for
SICSIC, a secret organization on campus, has
first game, Oct. 16.
The Falcone leave for Central Michigan Friday afternoon seeking their SECOND win of the
year. Their chances would be bettered if they
knew they were taking the interest and support
of the student body with them.

Pi Theta Decorates New Fraternity House
By Nancy Nelion
PI TheU rejuvenates their
dream house! Sept. 1 was a momentous day for the Pi Thetas, as
they moved into their new home
on North Main St.

PAINT BRUSHES, DUST CLOTHES, MOPS—ret even Pi
Thetas—fly as the local fraternity overhaul* its new homo on North
Main St.

Squads Bombard
Hamlet Reader
By A. L. McClain

Contain', NotAmutin'...
Mrs. Robert Whlttaker, secretary to the Dean
of Students, is swamped by riled student auto
owners as a result of last week's Bee Gee News
report concerning parking regulations on assigned parking areas. The erroneous statement
made assigned parking areas open to all students with the 25-cent parking tag.
Parking in assigned areas is not permitted students except under special circumstances, according to Arch B. Conklin, Dean of Students.
Students parking on West Wooster St. and
streets off-campus come under jurisdiction of the
city and state police, therefore making parking
tags unnecessary.
But parking In Fraternity
Row, as some drivers have found, allows campus police jurisdiction.

Speech Department
Announces Clinic
Saturday. Oct 8—Noon
Here's a good chance to get a line on a play
or two for this year by visiting the Play Lending
Library. Go to the offices of the Department of
Speech on the lower floor of the Ad Bldg. You
can even take a few scripts home with you to
read and then return them in a week.
At Noon
Get acquainted with others who direct plays In
high schools like your own.
Visit with old
friends. Find out what they are doing. Enjoy
these associations while you eat at the cafeteria
in the University Commons.
1:30-5:30 pjn.
Hear Dina Rees Evans, well known director of
a successful high school dramatics program at
Cleveland Heights and Supervising Director of
the famous Cain Park summer theatre. Miss
Evans has a national reputation In educational
theatre circles. Her talk, "How to Sell Your
School Administration on a Dramatics Program,"
will include discussion of (1) play selection.
(2) courses in dramatics, and (3) the organization
of a dramatics club, as they pertain to her general topic. This meeting will be In the main
auditorium of the Ad Bldg.
There will be a demonstration by Howard
Dlckerson, BGSU theatre lighting technician, on
"Home-Made Lighting Equipment" showing you
how an industrial arts shop can build spotlights
for you and how a high school chemistry laboratory can make a dimmer for your stage.
"Make-up" will be the title of a second demonstration by Lee Mleele, Instructor in Speech, and
his acting class, and will Include (1) straight
make-up. (2) middle age. and (3) beards. This
was the demonstration requested by you who
registered early.
The BGSU Theatre will present Thornton Wilder's "The Happy Journey." a model play for
high school one-act play festivals. Why it Is
Ideal for such production will be pointed out to
assist you In your own selection of plays.
FansVdlscusslon which winds up the program
will give you a chance to ask any question you
want Some have already sent In requests.
More can be placed In the question box or can
be asked from the floor. The members of the
panel have had extensive experience In all
phases and on all levels of educational dramatics.
Community Drama Service, '
Harold B. Obee, Director
Bowling Green State University

Since that day, peint brushes,
dust clothes, and mops have been
flying;. The boys have been doing
most of the redecorating work
themselves. They have taken a
once stately mansion and turned
it into a comfortable and friendly
fraternity house, which now houses 22 fraternity members and four
independents.
The first floor has a large' living room, library, dining room,
office, and three rooms for the
use parents.

English students will indubitably agree that Wm. Shakespeare
skilfully handled his iambic pentameter. Some of the male students
who dote on the musculine virility
that is Hemingway will tell you he
was a great football star for Notre
Dame in the late thirties. That in
a game against Ohio State with the
score . . .
But either type «' Shakespeare
following will find it confusing to
concentrate on what the instructor
is saying in the English llldg. these
fall days. The rooms have been
invaded by squads of flies. The
"Lit" students are beginning to
feel that they arc old ash cans instead of the intelligensia, which
they of course represent.
Those who have taken a course
in Shakespeare will tell you thai
in order to put across immortal
iambic pentameter the instructor
very often finds it necessary to
gesture with arms, legs, find head
like one teaching creative dancing.
Such motiflcations discourage flies
and has even led to a popular saying, "There's no flies on nim . . ."
But the unfortunate student!
Prerequisite for a Shakespearean
course ivay be broken down to an
awe - inspired, A - inspired, open
mouth. The latter is an unsanitary condition to say the least.
• To be or not to be; that is the
question. Whether it's nobler to
study Hamlet and suffer the annoyance of flies or to ignore Hamlet and take up arms against them.

Dire Consequences
keep the kampus neat
Stay off the grass
with them big flat feet.

By Joan Hildebrand
Not too long ago, two young
Frenchwomen attended the University of Sorbonnc in Paris. But
not until several years later did
they meet for the first time on the
S.S. Marine Tiger bound for the
United States and the same school
in western Ohio. But even there
coincidents do
not stop for
through an error both were assigned to the same bunk at the
Delta Gamma House.

"SUSIE," AMERIC A N I Z E D
NAME of Goirbert Croinor U •
"knitwit." Sho personally knitted
the "French creation" that sho it
woaring In the picture abovo.

By Helen Mueller

APPLICATION FOR
GRADUATION
Senion and graduate students who plan to complete requirement! for degreei by Juno
1949 should make application
for graduation In the) Office of
the Reiutrar by Oct. 1. ;

On the second floor are two
Office—816 Administration Bldg.—Telephone 2631
large study rooms with individual
Official Student Publication
desks for everyone, and two dressPublished Each Wednesday of the Year
ing rooms.
By the Students of Bowling Green State University
All of the boys aleep on third
floor dormitory style.
Added attractions are their
Pbsockied CbferfrJe Press
steel tire escape ladders and up
National Advertisirrj Service, Inc.
and downstairs front porches.
Gau>.» I'll anil III
A carry-over from the house's
4SO aUoioOM Avi
Pen VOfllK N. V.
earlier days, and an attractive one,
too, are the combination gas and
Editorial Staff
electric light chandeliers. These "Harold Flagg
Editor-in-Chief
brass and cut-glass fixtures will
Kappa Sigma House, Telephone 4871
furnish them with light "come rain
or shine."
John Fay
_.
Managing Editor
All the comforts of home are
Kathy Arnold, Bill Day
Associate Editors
present with three gas fireplaces,
T. i. Loomia.....
Sports Editor
hardwood floors throughout the
_
Society Editor
house, three bath rooms, and a gas Peg Finney
furnace.
Nils Lindquiat
Photography Editor
Although their houseparents, Jim Limbacher
_
_. Copy Editor
Mr. and Mrs. Pickup are new in
John Dyer
_
Feature Editor
Bowling Green, they have been a
__
.Faculty Adviser
great help to the boys. Mr. Pick- John Mirea
up is a student at the university
Bueinoe. Staff
and his 'wife is teaching Account- Dan Raseett
Business Manager
ing 121 and 122.
Pat Hofmann ..'
Advertising Manager
The Pi Theta advisers, Prof.
Warren Ransler
Circulation Manager
Harmon Voskuil and Prof. Lyle
e
Fletcher have given them a lot of
valuable assistance. They are all
working hard to have the house
completely furnished for homecoming weekend.
If yuz wanta

Susie and Ginny Study Local Lingo

Presents First Faculty Recital

JOSEPH HIMMEL presented
the Bret faculty recital of lira
aeaaon Sunday night.

See. Qm HeuM.

Joseph Himmel, baritone, gave
an enjoyable recital on Sunday
evening.
The first part of the program
consisted of a cycle for voice and
piano by Robert Schumann entitled "Dichterlibe."
The cycle
was made up of short German
songs concerning love, death, and
nature. Mr. Himmel sang with
great feeling and fine pronunciation.
After the intermission, Mr.
Himmel returned to sing three
English numbers; "The Water
Mill" by Williams, "In My Attic"
by Moussorgsky, and "Wings of
Morning" by Gaines.
Mr. Himmel chose "Drink to Me
Only with Thine Eyes" as an encore after an appreciative audience insisted upon his return.
Wayne Bohrnstedt,' who is also
s member of the Music Department faculty, accompanied the soloist.
TEACHING CERTIFICATES
Senion la the Coll.ie of Education who plan to teach in
Ohio should make application
for a teaching certificate in the
Office of Ike Registrar.

•

As their boat was pulling out of
LeHavre in late August, a French
student enroute to Harvard introduced himself to' "Ginny" Rossard and asked where she was going to school.
Several minutes
Inter he went below deck and met
Gierbert "Susie" Greincr and
questioned her. Telling Susie not
to move until he found Ginny
again, he dashed up to the deck,
found her, and introduced them.
The same personable Frenchman
also met Hob Zimmerman, a Howling Green student returning from
the Olympics and introduced him
to the new Howling Green coeds.
American GI's who worked at
the American depot in Vincennes,
France are responsible for changing the tongue twister "Geirbert"
into "Susie." She worked at the
depot in her hometown in 1946.
With two years of the Sorbonnc
behind her, Susie plans to return
there next year to take her graduate exam in English and eventually become a French teacher in
England or the United States.
A true "knitwit" if you'll look
closely at the sweater she is wearing in the picture you should be
able to detect the Eiffel Tower,
the Notre Dame, and the Arch of
Triumph in Paris. Susie designed
and knitted the brown and yellow
sweater.
A graduate of the Sorbonne,
Ginny is working on her master's
degree in English with future
hopes of writing* for a French
fashion magazine or going into
interior decorating.
Water-color
painting is one of her hobbies.
Along the lines of sports, Susie
likes the banged-up-knee version
of roller skating while Ginny plays
tennis.
Perchance any of you should be
huving any difficulties mastering
your French conjugations or pronunciations, both gals say they
will be glad to volunteer their services. Mesdemoiselles, noua voici.
Parlei-nous francais, s.v.p.

KINGS AND QUEENS:
Belated engagement announcement for other
than summer school students—John Fay joined
the ranks of the glittered gilts by ringing Mary
Benschoter in the late part of July—an almost
scoop In this column last year which was reserved for the summer edition . . . and the bright
spot of the week—Pat Buckley engaged to Dr.
Norm Huffman, son of BeeGee's Prof. Wayne
Huffman of the History Department—Norm is
now practicing dentistry In the city of Bowling
Green . . . pins follow—Betty George and Bob
Hill—Joan Drews to Bob Crandall .. . and the recent up-that-long-alsle trip for Betty Jo Smith and
TU-lte, Bob Holey ... and another Helen Wetzel,
first president of Sigma Rho Tau married to Ray
Waldron of Toledo .. . recent pin from Paul Hem,
TU, to Ginny Cramer, special student in music
. . . and a summer engagement—Chuck Siegforth and Theresa McNelty ... middle-aisle-trip—
Grace Squires, of save the little mouse fame, and
Joe Griffith, this summer . . . pins and more
pins—Steve Kuhn to Kathy Morrow . . . Dick
Dunn to Louella Kilned . . . Chuck Codding to
Ann Thorton, San Diego, Califomia-berger . . .
and weddings—Carl Davenport to Magdalene
Batcha, '47 grad ... '48 grad Martha Murphy
married to Carl Johnston . . .
CHECK:
Hare pity on sad college boys
Whose girls hove done them dirt
There's nothing can dry their eyes
Except another skirt.
FOUR STARS AND A HUZZA:
The bucket o'suds and carton of tobacco flowers to the fraternities living in the Rec Hall this
year, Beta Sigma and Theta Chi, for their admirable cttitude regarding the conditions—the place
appears to be cleaner also . . . and to the Social
Committee for Saturday night's dance to the excellent music of Veme Walters and Collegiates ...
DIRTS DESIRE:
Dressed In sun suit, yellow curls and big
smile—the sweetheart of 104 Stadium-ites—little
"Mike" Whlttaker . . .

Donna
To all the committees, interest groups and
mainly SICSIC, for the failure to send the Fighting Falcons to Ohio University with a bang-up
rally, hom-tootlng, etc.—and a dead petunia to
Dire for also falling to be there . . .
DIRTS DISCS:
According to the little man Inside the mechanism of the juke boxes, three tunes are fighting it
out to be the favorite of the Nest and U Club
population—"Tree in the Meadow" by Margaret
Whiting; "You Came a Long Way from St.
Louis" with Ray McKlnley and "Blue Bird of Happiness" done by Art Mooney—all these registering the highest number the recorder would
record...
,_
MORE KINGS AND QUEENS:
A wedding of note—Lowell Hlbbard, of last
year's Interesting item (sub-title: trapper of animals) department, married to Wauseon-erite,
Rose Gellen . . . and a ring—Clarence Duff engaged to Anne Frey . . . pin—Anne Shape to
Bill Hack ... and the blinking blinks from Ohio
State-onion Mel Ebright to Donna Acker . . .

JANINE ROSSARD used to lira
■oar the £lffel Tower in Paris.
Now her clone! tidowalk cafe ie
the Neet, and her cloieit tower is
the city water tower.

PASS:
Armor Godfrey recently celebrated Nattonal
Dog Week by having his vocalists sing There's
a Tree in the Meadow" ...

S
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Vetuti, and Apalla
—
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—

IRIS IRWIN

DORIS MASELL

ter was formerly secretary to Dr. F. J. Prout.
Alpha Phi's started the harvest season off with
Marty Foulkes, Alpha Chi Omaga, entered the
a hayride last Saturday night. Following the ride
School of Nursing at St. Lukes Hospital in Cleveland
they had a wiener roast.
this fall. She attended Bowling Green last year.
Also outdoor lovers are the members of Sigma
Joyce Hoagland, a sophomore at B.G. last year,
Rho Tan, who have invited two representatives from
visited her sorority sisters of Alpha Gamma Dalta
each sorority tc a picnic supper in their back yard
sorority over the weekend of Sept. 17-19. She is
from 5 to 7 tonight.
working a year before returning to school.
Alpha Xi Dalta sorority had an impromptu party
with the Sigma Chi fraternity, after the latter moved
Phi Mu's have found a name for their gray cat—
the Alpha Xi's furniture back into their house. It
Mu.
had been removed during the summer and replaced
Theta Chi's Bob Rundell, Bob Enslen, and Jim
by university furniture when the Cleveland Browns
Mairs represented the local fraternity at the Theta
had been living there.
Chi National Convention held in Boston a few weeks
In honor of their nationalizing, Theta Chi fraterago.
nity has been invited to an open house by the Kappa
Unusual occurrences seem to be affecting memDalta sorority, Sunday, Oct. 3.
bers of the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity lately. Ned
Zata Bata Tat: fraternity, who also became
Hugus got himself nil sharped up for a blind date
national recently, has been invited to a "Coke Hour"
a week ago Sunday. He arrived at the Alpha Xi
at the Sigma Rho Taa House, Oct. 3.
Delta house at the appointed time to call for the girl
Alpha Phi sorority welcomed their housemother,
in question. All his hopes were shattered when his
Mrs. Lucille Culbert, at a tea which they gave for her sister, Mary Jean Hugus, was introduced as his date
yesterday.
for the evening.
Sigma Rho Tau will present their houseparents,
Another one for the books. Jim Dunn and his
Mr. and Mrs. Eston Krieger, at an open house which wife Shirley were blessed with a baby boy. Not
will be held Oct. 3.
unusuul until you learn that baby Steven has red
Puddles, appropriately named black cocker span- hair and both the parents are blondes.
iel belonging to Chi Omega, visits his home often,
The first scheduled activity of the year for the
but will not live there permanently until he has grown
Sigma Chi fraternity was a hayride held last Friday
up a bit. Incidentally you fellows who were promised
night. The men nnd their dates rode out to the west
hand-knit argyle socks will have to wait your turn as end of town.
Puddles needs a red and white sweater for the comAn Alpha Tau Omega '18 alumnus, Skip Ward,
ing winter.
in less than four months after graduation, is serving
Delta Gamma sorority is entertaining a guest
as a staff announcer over WTAM Cleveland and may
student from France, Janine Rossard. The sorority
soon be going into television.
sponsors an international project giving foreign stuAlpha Tau Omega's arc sponsoring an all-campus
dents the opportunity to attend schools in the United dance this Friday appropriately titled "It's ATOmic."
States. Last year Turid Upsaker from Denmark at- Jim Limbacher and Don Stevenson are co-chairmen
tended here under this program. She was married
for the affair.
to a Danish doctor recently.
Kappa Sigma fraternity und Alpha Chi Omaga
Mrs. Lillian Gernert, housemother of the Chi
sorority plan a joint spaghetti dinner at the AmeriOmega sorority, is a great favorite of the girls as
can Legion Hall on Oct. i.
^
she is witty and very musical. Mrs. Gcrnert's daughFOR SALE: 1947 light welghl Czech
motorcycle, SO-60 speed. 50 miles par gallon, overhauled. See John Reeder. Trailer
A-8. Ridge Terrace.

ATTENTION SENIORS
No more appointment* for
•anior picture, in the KEY will
will ba accepted after Oct. 1.

KIGER DRUG STORE
108 So. Main

—

Bowling Green

College Stationery

Mechanical Drawing Sets

B. G. Stickers

Drawing Boards

B. G. Pennants

Triangles

Visits Sweden
Profesor Bertil Sima has returned to his classes Wednesday
after a summer vacation in Sweden. He and Mrs. Sima, after
several attempts in the past few
years, finally received the opportunity to visit the professor's relatives in Stockholm.
The couple
also stopped at Copenhagen and
Roskilde, Denmark.

Two Dances
To Be Given

Laundry Cases

Biology Supplies

Bulletin Boards

Dissecting Sets

Desk Blotters

Slide Rules

Collegiate Dictionaries

Pag* 3
Arrangers Confer

January Class To Ask
For Grad Program
All Seniors who will be graduated in January and are interested
in petitioning for commencement
exercises at that time are urged
to attend a special meeting to be
held Thursday, Sept. 30 at 7 p.m.
in 303A.

VERNE WALTER AND LEE SUITER write their arrangements
of current song hita in preparation for their debut last Saturday. Varna
Walter's Collegiates made their first appearance at the "Falcon Frolic"
sponsored by the Social Committee. The band's feature vocalist is
Diana Totter.

Clubs Schedule New Meetings
AWS
Freshman off-campus women
are being entertained by the Association of Women Students at
6:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Amphitheater. If the weather is unfavorable, the party will take place
in the Faculty Room of the Nest.
BRIDGE CLUB
Officers of the newly-organized
Bridge Club are: Gordon Chesser,
president; Edward Effcrtz, vice
president; Comet Johns, secretuiytreasurer.
The first regularlyscheduled meeting will be tonight
at 7 in the PA Auditorium.
CHESS CLUB
Anyone interested in reorganizing the Chess Club is asked to stop
in Dean A. II. Conklin's Office.
CHEMICAL JOURNAL CLUB
Chemical Journal Club will hold
its first meeting this school year
tonight at 7 in 400 Science Bldg.

KOON'S TIRE
STORE

ISALYS

VULCANIZING
RETREADING

Lunches and Dinner*

Call our truck for tire
service on the road.
246 N. Main St.
Phone 12421

Wednesday. September 29, 1948

"It,8 ATOmic," sponsored by
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity is
scheduled for Friday evening in
the Women's Bldg. from 9 to 12.
"A disc dance that's different" is
the theme of the dance.
Two movies are scheduled for
Friday and Saturday night in the
PA Auditorium.
Names of the
movies will be announced later.
Verne Walter's "Collegiates"
will be featured attthe informal
Gamma Phi lteta sponsored dance,
"Crescent Mood." It will be held
Saturday night in the Women's
Bldg. from 9 to 12.

served at
Brief Cases

BEE GEE NEWS
Society Notes

Dr. A. J. Hammer, assistant professor of chemistry, will speak on
some applications of research to
clay technology. There will be an
election of new members at the
same meeting.
William McAllister, president;
Arthur Miller, vice president; Donald Flack, treasurer; llona Pohlod, recording secretary; and Mary
Jo Boehm, corresponding secretary, are officers of the club which
is a chapter of Student Affiliates
of the American Chemical Society.
EMERSON LITERARY SOCIETY
First meeting of Emerson Literary Society will be held on Monday, Oct. 4, in 303A. Dave Cox,
president of the group, asks all
former members to attend and extends an invitation to all students
to join the Society for studying
parliamentary procedure.
FTA
Donald Weber, president of Future Teachers of America, attended the third annual Institute of
Organization Leadership at Washington, D. C. from July 26 to Aug.
20. The Institute was sponsored
by the National Education Association on the American University campus.

HOUSE OF
FLOWERS

all hours
CORSAGES
"Always Good Food"

FLOWER GIFTS

We Deliver
Zippe r Note Books

Phone 5734

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
331 No. Main

With this coupon and a 10c purchase at the

HUT

INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS CLUB
' Rcoganization of the International Relations Club last Thursday resulted in the election of Dave
Weiss, president; Dale McUmber,
vice president; and Polly Simklns,
secretary-treasurer.
The Club,
sponsored by Dr. Jacqueline E.
Timm, plans to meet the first Wednesday of every month for a discussion of important world events.
LUTHERAN STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
Bowling Green City Park will
be the scene of the annual Lutheran Picnic on Sunday, Oct. 8,
Emil Isuacson, president of LSA
has announced.
PHI ALPHA CHI
Phi Alpha Chi, accounting honorary, is holding its first meeting
of the year tonight in 400A at
7:30.
Officers Paul E. Monroe,
president; Earl Wright, vice president; Carol Schroedcr, secretary;
and Donald J. Henry, treasurer,
all elected last spring, will be installed by William F. Schmeltz,
faculty adviser of the club.
I'RE-MED CLUB
Freshman Pre-Med students interested in joining the Tre-Mcd
Club are invited to attend a smoker next Monday at 7 p.m. in the
Student Room of the Falcons Nest.
Club officers will be elected.
SIGMA TAU DELTA
Sigma Tau Delta held its initial
meeting last Wednesday at the
home of Dr. Rea McCain.
Officers elected for the year are
Irene Ellis, president, and Paul
Sackett, secretary-treasurer.
A general program of futuro
meetings is being formed, Dr. McCain stated.
The English honorary will hold
its meeting on the first and third
Wednesdays of each month at the
home of Dr. McCain.
USHERETTE CLUB
The Usherette Club will have its
first meeting of the year Thursday, Sept. 30, in 201A at 6:30
p.m.

KLEVER'S

East Wooster at R.R. Crossing

JEWELRY STORE

you will receive a free glass of
ROOT BEER

Try us for:
Roasted Peanuts
Candy
Potato Chips
.

Among the features of the Institute was the dramatization activity of 13 presidents of FTA
from 13 colleges and universities
in 11 different states. Mr. Weber
took part in the dramatization in
which each president wrote his
own part.

Hot Dogs
Gum
Coca-Cola

"I'm sorry Madame, but all three brothers
are down to the SANITARY DRY CLEANERS.

Meadow Gold Ice Cream
Take home something for a snack

It's next to the Lyric Theatre if you want to
find them."

for
BLUEBIRD DIAMOND RINGS
EVERSHARP
PARKER and
SHEAFFER
PENS AND PENCILS
DESK SETS
Repairs made on all makes of
Pens and Pencils
121 No. Main Street
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Same Old jjfety...
School spirit at Bowling Green apparently is
taking the same course this year that it did the
past several years. The Falcons opened their
football season at Ohio University last Saturday
even though a majority of the student body may
not have been aware of it. Other than the
story appearing in the Bee Gee News, there was
no announcement of this game on campus. Students who read only the first page of the Bee
Gee News, may be amazed to learn that Bowling
Green has started its football campaign.
Saturday, the Orange and Brown travels north
to meet Central Michigan in a night game.
Again, it seems apparent mat the only announcement will be In the Boe Gee New.. Up to this
time no posters hare been seen, no banners
bare been displayed, and not one word has
been whispered about a pep rally.
SISSIC, a secret organization on campus, has
as Its main oblective the purpose of promoting
school spirit. This organization is composed of
two unknown male members of the sophomore,
junior, and senior classes. Four members are
carried over each year and should be ready to
begin work early in the school year. So far this
fall SICSIC seems to be maintaining more
secrecy than spirit.
This same situation existed last year and only
after agitation from various sources was school
spirit aroused when the season was half completed . School spirit would be markedly Improved
If campus organizations instead of waiting for
SICSIC, a secret organization on campus, has
first game, Oct. 16.
The Falcons leave for Central Michigan Friday afternoon seeking their SECOND win of the
year. Their chances would be bettered if they
knew they were taking the interest and support
of the student body with them.

Pi Theta Decorates New Fraternity House
By Nancy Nelson
Pi Theta rejuvenates their
dream house! Sept. 1 WBB a momentous day for the Pi Thetas, as
they moved into their new home
on North Main St.

PAINT BRUSHES, DUST CLOTHES, MOPS—yei even Pi
Thetaa—fly a* the local fraternity overhauls Its new home on North
Main St.

Squads Bombard
Hamlet Reader
By A. L. McClain

Go+tjuAiH.', A/atAmmUmf'...
Mrs. Robert Whittaker, secretary to the Dean
of Students, is swamped by riled student auto
owners as a result of last week's Bee Gee News
report concerning parking regulations on assigned parking areas. The erroneous statement
made assigned parking areas open to all students with the 25-cent parking tag.
Parking in assigned areas is not permitted students except under special circumstances, according to Arch B. Conklin, Dean of Students.
Students parking on West Wooster St. and
streets off-campus come under jurisdiction of the
city and state police, therefore making parking
tags unnecessary.
But parking in Fraternity
Row, as some drivers have found, allows campus police Jurisdiction.

Speech Department
Announces Clinic
Saturday, Oct 8—Noon
Here's a good chance to get aline on a play
or two for this year by visiting the Play Lending
Library. Go to the offices of the Department of
Speech on the lower floor of the Ad Bldg. You
can even take a few scripts home with you to
read and then return them in a week.
At Noon
Get acquainted with others who direct plays In
high schools like your own.
Visit with old
friends. Find out what they are doing. Enloy
these associations while you eat at the cafeteria
in the University Commons.
1:30-5:30 pjn.
Hear Dina Rees Evans, well known director of
a successful high school dramatics program at
Cleveland Heights and Supervising Director of
the famous Cain Park summer theatre. Miss
Evans has a national reputation in educational
theatre circles. Her talk, "How to Sell Your
School Administration on a Dramatics Program,"
will Include discussion of (1) play selection,
(2) courses In dramatics, and (3) the organisation
of a dramatics club, as they pertain to her general topic. Tills meeting will be in the main
auditorium of the Ad Bldg.
There will be a demonstration by Howard
Dickerson, BGSU theatre lighting technician, on
"Home-Made Lighting Equipment" showing you
how an Industrial arts shop can build spotlights
for you and how a high school chemistry laboratory can make a dimmer for your stage.
"Make-up" will be the title of a second demonstration by Lee Mlesle, instructor In Speech, and
his acting class, and will include (1) straight
make-up. (2) middle age. and (3) beards. This
was the demonstration requested by you who
registered early.
The BGSU Theatre will present Thornton Wilder's Ths Happy Journey." a model play for
high school one-act play festivals. Why it is
ideal for such production will be pointed out to
assist you in your own selection of plays.
Panel discussion which winds up the program
will give you a chance to ask any question you
want
Some have already sent In requests.
More can be placed in the question box or can
be asked from the floor. The members of the
panel have had extensive experience in all
phases and on all levels of educational dramatics.
Community Drama Service,
Harold B. Obee, Director
Bowling Green State University

Since that day, paint brushes,
dust clothes, and mops have been
flying. The boys have been doing
most of the redecorating work
themselves. They have taken a
once stately mansion and turned
it into a comfortable and friendly
fraternity house, which now houses 22 fraternity members and four
independents.
The first floor has a large living room, library, dining room,
office, and three rooms for the
ouse parents.

English students will indubitably agree that Wni, Shakespeare
skilfully handled his iambic pentameter. Some of the male students
who dote on the musculine virility
that is Hemingway will tell you he
was ii great football star for Notre
Dame in the late thirties. That in
a game against Ohio State with the
score . . .
Hut either type of Shakespeare
following will find it confusing to
concentrate on what the instructor
is saying in the English llldg. these
fall days. The rooms have been
invaded by squads of flies. The
"Lit" students are beginning to
feel that they are old ash cans instead of the intelligensia, which
they of course represent.
Those who have taken a course
in Shakespeare will tell you that
in order to put across immortal
iambic pentameter the instructor
very often finds it necessary to
gesture with arms, legs, stnd head
like one teaching creative dancing.
Such motifications discourage flies
and has even led to a popular saying, "There's no flies on nim . . ."
But the unfortunate student!
Prerequisite for a Shakespenrean
course may be broken down to an
awe - inspired, A - inspired, open
mouth. The latter is an unsanitary condition to say the least.
i To be or not to be; that is the
question. Whether it's nobler to
study Hamlet and suffer the annoyance of flies or to ignore Hamlet and take up arms against them.

By Joan Hildebrand
Not too long ago, two young
Frenchwomen attended the University of Sorbonne in Paris. But
not until several years later did
they meet for the first time on the
S.S. Marine Tiger bound for the
United States and the same school
in western Ohio. But even there
coincidents do not stop for
through an error both were assigned to the same bunk at the
Delta Gamma House.

"SUSIE," AMERIC A N I Z E D
NAME of G.irbcrt Crainar U a
"knltwlt." She personally knitted
tha "French creation" that aha is
wearing in the picture above.

By Helen Mueller

APPLICATION FOR
GRADUATION
Seniors and graduate students who plan to complete requirement! for degreea by June
1849 should make application
for graduation in the Office of
the Re.istrar by Oct. 1. _

On the second floor are two
Office—815 Administration Bldg.—Telephone 2631
large study rooms with individual
Official Student Publication
desks for everyone, and two dressPublished Each Wednesday of the Year
ing rooms.
By the Students of Bowling Green State University
All of the boys sleep on third
floor dormitory style.
Added attractions are their
Pbvodc^C^ewtePreis
steel fire escape ladders and up
NstJotulTdvf^rt^StTricZln^
and downstairs front porches.
GtmHimmmm
in
A carry-over from the house's
aio kUowOM Ave.
Maw Veea M. V.
am • let
earlier days, and an attractive one,
too, are the combination gas and
Editorial Staff
electric light chandeliers. These Harold Flagg
Editor-in-Chief
brass and cut-glass fixtures will
Kappa Sigma House, Telephone 4372
furnish them with light "come rain
John Fay
_
or shine."
Managing Editor
All the comforts of home are Kathy Arnold, Bill Day.
Associate Editors
present with three gas fireplaces, T. J. Loomii
Sports Editor
hardwood floors throughout the
Society Editor
house, three bath rooms, and a gas Peg Finney
furnace.
Nils Lindquist
Photography Editor
Although their houseparents, Jim Limbacher
_
—
Copy Editor
Mr. and Mrs. Pickup are new in
John Dyer
Feature Editor
Bowling Green, they have been a
Faculty Adviser
great help to the boys. Mr. Pick- John Mirea
up is a student at the university
a
Bnaineas SUaf
and his wife is teaching Account- Dan Rassett
_
Business Manager
ing 121 and 122.
Pat Hofmann".
_
...Advertising Manager
The Pi Theta advisers, Prof.
Warren Ransler
Circulation Manager
Harmon Voskuil and Prof. Lyie
Fletcher have given them a lot of
valuable assistance. They are all
working hard to have the house
completely furnished for homecoming weekend.
If yui wants
keep the kampus neat.
Stay off the grass
with them big flat feet

Dire Consequences

Susie and Ginny Study Local Lingo

Presents First Faculty Recital

JOSEPH HIMMEL presented
tha tret faculty recital of the
• eaeon Sunday night.

Bee Qee H+wl

Joseph Himmel, baritone, gave
an enjoyable recital on Sunday
evening.
The first part of the program
consisted of a cycle for voice and
piano by Robert Schumann entitled "Dichterlibe."
The cycle
was made up of short German
songs concerning love, death, and
nature.
Mr. Himmel sang with
great feeling and fine pronunciation.
After the intermission, Mr.
Himmel returned to sing three
English numbers; "The Water
Mill" by Williams, "In My Attic"
by Moussorgsky, and "Wings of
Morning" by Gaines.
Mr. Himmel chose "Drink to Me
Only with Thine Eye*" as an encore after an appreciative audience insisted upon his return.
Wayne Bohrnstedt,' who is also
a member of the Music Department faculty, accompanied the soloist.
TEACHING CERTIFICATES
Seniors in the College of Education who plan to teach in
Ohio should make application
for a teaching certificate in the
Office of the Registrar.

•

As their boat was pulling out of
Lellavre in late August, a French
student enroute to Harvard introduced himself to'"Ginny" Rossard and asked where she was going to school.
Several minutes
lator he went below deck and met
Gierbert "Susie" Greiner and
questioned her. Telling Susie not
to move until he found Ginny
again, he dashed up to the deck,
found her, and introduced them.
The same personable Frenchman
also met Hob Zimmerman, a Howling Green student returning from
the Olympics and introduced him
to the new Bowling Green coeds.
American GI's who worked at
the American depot in Vincennes,
France are responsible for changing the tongue twister "Geirbcrt"
into "Susie." She worked at the
depot in her hometown in 1946.
With two years of the Sorbonne
behind her. Susie plans to return
there next year to take her graduate exam In English and eventually become a French teacher in
England or the United States.
A true "knitwit" if you'll look
closely at the sweater she is wearing in the picture you should be
able to detect the Eiffel Tower,
the Notre Dame, and the Arch of
Triumph in Paris. Susie designed
and knitted the brown and yellow
sweater.
A graduate of the Sorbonne,
Ginny is working on her master's
degree in English with future
hopes of writing* for a French
fashion magazine or going into
interior decorating.
Water-color
painting is one of her hobbies.
Along the lines of sports, Susie
likes the banged-up-knee version
of roller skating while Ginny plays
tennis.
Perchance any of you should be
having any difficulties mastering
your French conjugations or pronunciations, both gals say they
will be glad to volunteer their services. Mcsdemoisellcs, nous void.
Parlei-nous francais, s.v.p.

KINGS AND QUEENS:
Belated engagement announcement for other
than summer school students—John Fay joined
the ranks of the glittered glite by ringing Mary
Benschoter in the late part of July—an almost
scoop In this column last year which was reserved for the summer edition . . . and the bright
spot of the week—Pat Buckley engaged to Dr.
Norm Huffman, son of BeeGee's Prof. Wayne
Huffman of the History Department—Norm is
now practicing dentistry In the city of Bowling
Green . . . pins follow—Betty George and Bob
Hill—Joan Drews to Bob Crandall . . . and the recent up-that-long-aisle trip for Betty Jo Smith and
TU-ite, Bob Holey . . . and another Helen Wetzel,
first president of Sigma Rho Tau married to Ray
Waldron of Toledo ... recent pin from Paul Hem,
TU, to Ginny Cramer, special student in music
. . . and a summer engagement—Chuck Slegforth and Theresa McNelty ... mlddle-aisle-trip—
Grace Squires, of save the little mouse fame, and
Joe Griffith, this summer . . . pins and more
pins—Steve Kuhn to Kathy Morrow . . . Dick
Dunn to Louella Klinect . . . Chuck Codding to
Ann Thorton, San Diego, Califomia-berger . . .
and weddings—Carl Davenport to Magdalene
Batcha, '47 grad ... '48 grad Martha Murphy
married to Carl Johnston ...
CHECK:
Have pity on sad college boys
Whose girls hove done them dirt
There's nothing can dry their eyes
Except another ekirt.
FOUR STARS AND A HUZZA:
The bucket o'suds and carton of tobacco flowers to the fraternities living in the Rec Hall this
year, Beta Sigma and Theta Chi, for their admirable attitude regarding the conditions—the place
appears to be cleaner also . . . and to the Social
Committee for Saturday night's dance to the excellent music of Verne Walters and Collegiates ...
DIKE'S DESIRE:
Dressed in sun suit, yellow curls and pig
smile—the sweetheart of 104 Stadium-ites—little
"Mike" Whittaker . . .
DIKE'S IRE:
To all the committees, interest groups and
mainly SICSIC, for the failure to send the Fighting Falcons to Ohio University with a bang-up
rally, horn-tooting, etc.—and a dead petunia to
Dire for also falling to be there . . .
DIRE'S DISCS:
According to the little man inside the mechanism of the juke boxes, three runes are fighting it
out to be the favorite of the Nest and U Club
population—"Tree in the Meadow" by Margaret
Whiting; "You Came a Long Way from St.
Louis "with Ray McKinley and "Blue Bird of Happiness" done by Art Mooney—-all these registering the highest number the recorder would
record...
^
MORE KINGS AND QUEENS:
A wedding of note—Lowell Hibbard, of last
year's Interesting Item (sub-title: trapper of animals) department married to Wauseon-erite,
Rose Gellen . . . and a ring—Clarence Duff enStged to Anne Frey . . . pin—Anne Shape to
U Hack ... and the blinking blinks from Ohio
State-onion Mel Ebrlght to Donna Acker . . .

JANINE ROSSARD uaed to lire
near the eSISel Tower in Paris.
Now her closest sidewalk cafe ie
the Neat, and her cloeeet tower is
the city water tower.

PASS:
Arthur Godfrey recently celebrated National
Dog Week by having Us vocalUts stag "There's
a Tree in the Meadow" ...
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Alpha Phi's Btarted the harvest season off with
a hayride last Saturday night. Following the ride
they had a wiener roast.
Also outdoor lovers are the members of Siima
Rlio Tail, who have invited two representatives from
each sorority to a picnic supper in their back yard
from 5 to 7 tonight.
Alpha Xi Delta sorority had an impromptu party
with the Sigma Chi fraternity, after the latter moved
the Alpha Xi's furniture back into their house. It
had been removed during the summer and replaced
by university furniture when the Cleveland Browns
had been living there.
In honor of their nationalizing, Thata Chi fraternity has been invited to an open house by the Kappa
Delta sorority, Sunday, Oct. 3.
Z.t. Beta Tau fraternity, who also became
national recently, has been invited to a "Coke Hour"
at the Sigma Rho Tan House, Oct. 3.
Alpha Phi sorority welcomed their housemother,
Mrs. Lucille Culbert, at a tea which they gave for her
yesterday.
Sigma Rho Tau will present their houseparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Eston Krieger, at an open house which
will be held Oct 3.
Puddles, appropriately named black cocker spaniel belonging to Chi Omega, visits his home often,
but will not live there permanently until he has grown
up a bit. Incidentally you fellows who were promised
hand-knit argyle socks will have to wait your turn as
Puddles needs a red and white sweater for the coming winter.
Dalta Gamma sorority is entertaining a guest
student from France, Janine Rossard. The sorority
sponsors an international project giving foreign students the opportunity to attend schools in the United
States. Last year Turid Upsaker from Denmark attended here under this program. She was married
to a Danish doctor recently.
Mrs. Lillian Gernert, housemother of the Chi
Omega sorority, is a great favorite of the girls as
she is witty and very musical. Mrs. Gcrnert's duughTOR SALE: 1947 light walghl Ciech
motorcycle. 50-60 spaed. 50 miles par gallon, overhauled. Saa John Raedar. Trailer
A-6. Ridge Teitaca.

ter was formerly secretary to Dr. F. J. Prout.
Marty Foulkes, Alpha Chi Omaga, entered the
School of Nursing at St. Lukes Hospital in Cleveland
this fall. She attended Bowling Green last year.
Joyce lloagland, a sophomore at B.G. last year,
visited her sorority sisters of Alpha Gamma Dalta
sorority over the weekend of Sept. 17-19. She is
working a year before returning to school.
Phi Mu'» have found a name for their gray cat—
Mu.
Theta Chi's Bob Rundell, Bob Enslen, and Jim
Mairs represented the local fraternity at the Theta
Chi National Convention held in Boston a few weeks
ago.
Unusual occurrences seem to be alTecting members of the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity lately. Ned
Hugus got himself all sharped up for a blind date
a week ago Sunday. He arrived at the Alpha Xi
Dalta house at the appointed time to call for the girl
in question. All his hopes were shattered when his
sister, Mary Jenn Hugus, was introduced as his date
for the evening.
Another one for the books. Jim Dunn and his
wife Shirley were blessed with a baby boy. Not
unusual until you learn that baby Steven has red
hair and both the parents are blondes.
Tho first scheduled activity of the year for the
Sigma Chi fraternity was a hayride held last Friday
night. The men and their dates rode out to the west
end of town.
An Alpha Tau Omega '18 alumnus, Skip Ward,
in less than four months after graduation, is serving
as a staff announcer over WTAM Cleveland and may
soon be going into television.
Alpha Tau Omrga'a are sponsoring an all-campus
dunce this Friday appropriately titled "It's ATOmic."
Jim Limbacher and Don Stevenson are co-chairmen
for the alfair.
Kappa Sigma fraternity and Alpha Chi Omaga
sorority plan a joint spaghetti dinner at the American Legion Hull on Oct. 3.

ATTENTION SENIORS
No more appointments for
senior pictures in the KEY will
will ba accepted after Oct. 1.

KIGER DRUG STORE
108 So. Main

—

Bowling Green

College Stationery

Mechanical Drawing Sets

B. G. Stickers

Drawing Boards

B. G. Pennants

Triangles

Visits Sweden
Profesor Bertil Sima has returned to his classes Wednesday
after a summer vacation in Sweden.
He and Mrs. Sima, after
several attempts in the past few
years, finally received the opportunity to visit the professor's relatives in Stockholm. The couplo
also stopped at Copenhagen and
Roskilde, Denmark.

Two Dances
To Be Given
"It,s ATOmic," sponsored by
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity is
scheduled for Friday evening in
the Women's Bldg. from 9 to 12.
"A disc dance that's different" is
the theme of the dance.
Two movies are scheduled for
Friday and Saturday night in the
PA Auditorium.
Names of the
movies will be announced later.
Verne Walter's "Collegiates"
will be featured attthe informal
Gamma Phi Beta sponsored dance,
"Crescent Mood." It will be held
Saturday night in the Women's
Bldg. from 9 to 12.

January Class To Ask
For Grad Program
All Seniors who will be graduated in January and are interested
in petitioning for commencement
exercises at that time are urged
to attend a special meeting to be
held Thursday, Sept. 30 at 7 p.m.
in 303A.

Laundry Cases

AWS
Freshman off-campus women
arc being entertained by the Association of Women Students at
6:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Amphitheater. If the weather is unfavorable, the party will tuke place
in the Faculty Room of the Nest.
BRIDGE CLUB
Officers of the newly-organized
Bridge Club are: Gordon Chesscr,
president; Kdward Elfertz, vice
president; Comet Johns, secretarytreasurer.
The first regularly.-elieilulcd meeting will be tonight
at 7 in the PA Auditorium.
CHESS CLUB
Anyone interested in reorganizing the Chess Club is asked to stop
in Dean A. 11. Conklin's Office.
CHEMICAL JOURNAL CLUB
Chemical Journul Club will hold
its first meeting this school year
tonight at 7 in 400 Science Bldg.

KOON'S TIRE
STORE

ISi\LYS

VULCANIZING
RETREADING

Lunches and Dinners

Biology Supplies

Bulletin Boards

Dissecting Sets

Desk Blotters

Slide Rules

Collegiate Dictionaries

Call our truck for tire
service on the road.
246 N. Main St.
Phone 12421
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VERNE WALTER AND LEE SUTTER write their arrangements
of current song hits in preparation for their debut last Saturday. Verne
Walter's Collegiates made their first appearance at the "Falcon Frolic"
sponsored by the Social Committee. The band's feature vocalist U
Diane Totter.

Dr. A. J. Hammer, assistant professor of chemistry, will speak on
some applications of research to
clay technology. There will be an
election of new members at the
same meeting.
William McAllister, president;
Arthur Miller, vice president; Donald Flack, treasurer; Uona Pohlod, recording secretary; and Mary
Jo Boehm, corresponding secretary, are officers of the club which
is a chapter of Student Affiliates
of the American Chemicul Society.
EMERSON LITERARY SOCIETY
First meeting of Emerson Literary Society will be held on Monday, Oct. 4, in 303A. Dave Cox,
president of the group, asks all
former members to attend and extends an invitation to all students
to join the Society for studying
parliamentary procedure.
FTA
Donald Weber, president of Future Teachers of America, attended the third annual Institute of
Organization Leadership at Washington, D. C. from July 26 to Aug.
20. The Institute was sponsored
by the Nutional Education Association on the American University campus.

HOUSE OF
FLOWERS
CORSAGES

"Always Good Food"

FLOWER GIFTS

We Deliver
Phone 5734

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
331 No. Main

With this coupon and a 10c purchase at the

Among the features of tho Institute was tho dramatization activity of 13 presidents of FTA
from 13 colleges anil universities
in 11 different states. Mr. Weber
took part in the dramatization in
which each president wroto his
own part.
INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS CLUB
Reoganization of tho International Relations Club last Thursday resulted in the election of Dave
Weiss, president; Dale McOmber,
vice president; and Polly Simkins,
secretary-treasurer.
The Club,
sponsored by Dr. Jacqueline E.
Timm, plans to meet the first Wednesday of every month for a discussion of important world events.
LUTHERAN STUDENT
ASSOCIATION
Bowling Green City Park will
be the scene of the annual Lutheran Picnic on Sunday, Oct. 8,
Emil Isaacson, president of LSA
has announced.
PHI ALPHA CHI
Phi Alpha Chi, accounting honorary, is holding its first meeting
of tho year tonight in 400A at
7:30. Officers Paul E. Monroe,
president; Earl Wright, vice president; Carol Schrocdcr, secretary;
and Donald J. Henry, treasurer,
all elected last spring, will be installed by William F. Schmeltz,
faculty adviser of tho club.
PRE-MED CLUB
Freshman Pre-Med students interested in joining the Pre-Med
Club are invited to attend a smoker next Monday at 7 p.m. in the
Student Room of the Falcons Nest.
Club officers will be elected.
SICMA TAU DELTA
Sigma Tau Delta held its initial
meeting last Wednesday at the
home of Dr. Rea McCain.
Officers elected for the year are
Irene Ellis, president, and Paul
Sackett, secretary-treasurer.
A general program of future
meetings is being formed, Dr. McCain stated.
The English honorary will hold
its meeting on the first and third
Wednesdays of each month at the
home of Dr. McCain.
USHERETTE-CLUB
The Usherette Club will have its
first meeting of the year Thursday, Sept. 30, in 201A at 6:30
p.m.

KLEVER'S

East Wooster at R.R. Crossing

JEWEI-RY STORE

you will receive a free glass of
ROOT BEER

Try us for:
Roasted Peanuts
Candy
Potato Chips
.

m

all hours

Zippe r Note Books
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Clubs Schedule New Meetings

served at
Brief Cases

BEE GEE NEWS
Society NotM

Hot Dogs
Gum
Coca-Cola

"I'm sorry Madame, but all three brothers
are down to the SANITARY DRY CLEANERS.

Meadow Gold Ice Cream
Take home something for a snack

It's next to the Lyric Theatre if you want to
find them."

for
BLUEBIRD DIAMOND RLNGS
EVERSHARP
PARKER and
SHEAFFER
PENS AND PENCILS
DESK SETS
Repairs made on all makes of
Pens and Pencils
121 No. Main Street

IQU

Do You Detest
A Dirty Nest?

By Dottie Storer
and Dolli* Kuntimii
The ineffectiveness of the attempts thus far to keep the Nest
clean and the resulting; complaints

By Jim Limbscher
STAFF APPOINTMENTS—Jim
Hof is new program director of
Station WRSM, replacing Gordon
'Skip" Ward, who is now at Station WTAM in Cleveland. Other
staff members arc Bob Sullivan, in
charge of newscasters; Ed Wess,
traffic manager; George Bell, music librarian; Jim Limbacher, continuity director; Bob Schwyn,
public relations, and Walter Bowman, chief engineer.
PLATTER PATTER — Capitol
and Columbia records arc now
furnishing WRSM with some of its
best records and Rita Roof,
WRSM's attractive secrctury, has
just finished filing them for use by
the disc jockeys on their air shows.
Another record shelf will be added
soon to take care of the new
records which are constantly coming in.
PRESS CLUB NEWS—In conjunction with WRSM, the Press
Club will again bring the "News
on the Campus" broadcast to the
students. This year there will be
two broadcast* each evening and
one on Saturday morning. This
will bring better coverage, the station asserts, because those who eat
at 5:.'10 cannot hear the 5:25
broadcast, but could hear the 6:25
repeat. Jack (Consequences)
Dyer will continue as radio editor
this year.
HEAR YE I ACTORS, SINGERS, ANNOUNCERS I — WRSM
wants you to be in the Radio Studio tomorrow evening at 7:30 if
you're interested in singing, playing an instrument, announcing, or
acting on the air.
Everyone is
urged to attend because muny of
the staff (including yours truly,
Kil O'Cycle) aro planning some
top-notch showB which will hit
the airwaves in another week. So
come on, talent. Come out tomorrow night!
TEMPORARY SCHEDULE—
The radio staff is following a temporary schedule for the first several weeks of broadcasting. The
Station may be heard Monday
through Friday on fiOO kilocycles
from 5 until 7 p.m.
Saturday
schedule has not been set. Here's
the line-up for this week:
6:00 IN THE GROOVE
Modern music in the jive
vein
5:30 SERENADE
Smoothie music, old and
new
5:26 NEWS ON THE CAMPUS
The Press Club with the
latest news
6:00 SERENADE
Continuation of 6:30 show
6:26 NEWS ON THE CAMPUS
6:30 AMERICAN HERITAGE OF
MUSIC
Half hour of varied music
on Monday and Friday
6:46 SPORTS NEWS
Latest in sports on Wednesday nights
6:46 PRITTIBTS POETRY
Your favorite poems with
musical background by
Don Prittie
6:46 AMERICAN HERITAGE OF
MUSIC
Fifteen minutes of varied
music presented Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday

»***##»»
and griping decided this week's
question and answer column.
So—to the Nest and "What are
your ideas on how to keep the
Nest clean?"
Jim Bohn, a
freshman from
Toledo, was the
first to express
his
views.
"Committe e s
should
be
formed
or
elected from
the different
dorms,
sororities, and fratern i t i <■ .- that
Jim Bonn
would check on
such things as Nest cards and individuals clearing their own dishes
from the tables."
"The student
union at Ohio
W e s I c y a n is
usually quite
clean," said
Barbara Jump
who is a junior
transfer from
that college.
When questioned us to
how they accomplished this
Barbara Jump
she told us thut
students are employed to cleur
tables, etc. "But," she said, "I see
no reason why this present system
wouldn't work if everyone cooperated."
Dnvid McC u n a h ii y , II
sop h o m o r e
from Vim Wort,
O., states that
the thing most
needed in the
honor system
that is now established is cooperation.
"It
would be hard
to find students
David
that would
McCanahay
check on those
who ure misusing the Nest, as each
wants to win rnther than lose
friends."

Freshmen May Join
Social Sub-Committee
Freshmen interested in working on fhe Freshmen Social Subcommittee should fill out applications in Dean Wilder's office by
next Wednesday.
Last year, the freshmen sponsored disc dances, dorm misers,
a community sine, an nil-campus
picnic, and various other social
functions. Six persons ure chosen
from the sub-committeo to represent the sophomore class on the
regular Social Committee the following year.
Betty Troxell and Daw Reichert
will be advisers for the freshmen
group. They are members of the
Social Committee.
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Personality Portraits

Disk-Collector Senate Prexy
Advocates Political Interest

Pttqe 4

9*vtide
Rowling QleeH,

"What can you as students of this University do for your
Senate?" Sam Morell, president of the Student Senate, hopes
for active participation on the part of all students on campus By John Fay
this semester. He says, "If it's action you want, you must get
in and vote at all elections. Attend Senate meetings every
Monday night at 6:80 in Room 201 A. We want your cooperaRecent returnees from Europe include Irene Ellis and
tion."
_
_
Bob
Zimmerman. Bob spent his stay in London; Irene went
Great expectations for bigger
to
the
Scandinavian capitals of Copenhagen, Stockholm, and
and better campus activities arc
Oslo.
already viewed by Sam, who was
encouraged by the spirit shown at
the Freshman Rally.
He has
started plans to have two name
bands at the University every
year.
A senior, majoring in Business
Administration, Sum has proven
himself a worthy example of what
a student can accomplish if he has
the interest. He was president of
the Newman Club during his freshmun year and is now vice president and charter member of the
Kappa Sigma fraternity. He has
ulso served as proctor for North
Dorm Annex and was dorm representative in the Senate last semester.
His keen interest in music hus
made him join the Men's Glee Club
of which he has been a member for
three years. Sam's ambition when
he graduates in February is to become a restaurant munagcr.
As for hobbies, Ram is a collector of semi-classical records.
His favorite is "Sabre Dance"
the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra.

Announcements
KAPPA PHI
Knppii Phi, society of Methodist
women, will give a Rose Tea for
all Methodist and Methodist preference women Sunday afternoon
from 2 to -I at 802 East Wooster
St.
WORKSHOP PLAYERS
Freshmen and transfer students
who are interested in any phase
of the theuter ure invited to attend
the first meeting of Workshop
Players this evening at 7 in 103A.
Officers will be elected and Robert
I). Richey, faculty adviser, will
outline some of the activities
planned for the coming year.
BUSINESS OFFICE
Students who did not receive
their Student Union cards during
the registration period may pick
them up ut the Business Office this
week.
These cards entitle the
bearer to use the facilities of the
Falcon's Nest.
FACULTY HANDBOOKS
Faculty members that did not
receive faculty handbooks may obtain one from Miss Nellie Ogle,
third floor of the PA Bldg. The
handbooks have already been distributed but some faculty members may have been missed as last
year's faculty list wus used.

Rev. Drysdale
To Speak At SCF
Sunday Evening

SAM MORELL, PRESIDENT of
the Student Senate, will be a busy
man this semester. His first offieial function was the Freshman
Rally. At present, he is working
on Senate plans for campus elections. The Student Senate meets
•very Monday night at 6:30, usually in 210A.

Newburger Speaks
To Educators
Dr. Maurice Newburger, Executive Psychologist at the Columbus
State Bureau of Juvenile Research, will speak at the Mental
Hygiene Conference sponsored, by
the Education Dept. Saturday in
the PA Auditorium.
The conference will consist of
legist nit inn, the address by Dr.
Newburger, and group meetings in
the morning. After lunch at the
Commons, the conference will continue with a panel discussion.

Rev. Murray Drysdale, minister
of the Presbyterian Church, will
speak on "Can You Plan Your
Life?" Sunday evening at the
weekly Student Christian Fellowship meeting in the Women's Bldg.
at 6:30.
Events scheduled for Sunday
evening include:
4:30—"Drop in" Recreation
5:00—Dine-a-mite (lunch)
5:30—Organized Recreation
6:16—Varsity Vespers
6:30—The Shining Hour
7:30—Informal Recreation
Chapel is held every Wednesday afternoon at 4 in the Main
Auditorium.
Martha Brown is
chairman of all chapel events.
Friday forums are scheduled
from 6:30 to 8 at Hollis Hayward's
home. Sign up at the SCF office
today if you want to attend the
first forum.

News Receives
Honor Rating
Highlighting the awards won by
the Bee Gee News lest semester
was the First Class Honor rating
given by judges of the Associated
Collegiate Press critical service.
Eileen Dewhurst, now a reporter for the Mansfield News-Journal,
was Editor-in-Chief last semester.
At the Ohio College Newspaper
class, three individual awards were
won.

ojitii
FRI., SAT.
Oct. 1-2
Open 12:45 daily

"STREET WITH
NO NAME"
with
Mark Stevens and Richard
Widmark
SUN., MON.

with
Wallace Beery and Jane
Powell

PLAN TO MEET YOUR FRIEND IN THE

TUE., THURS.
Oct. 5-7
Opportunity Club meets
3 D.y.

University Club

'CARNEGIE HALL'
with
Marsha Hunt

Excellent Food
A new type of sport shirt In fin*

Only The Best of

Golden Got* Gabardine and
other fabrics. Con be worn three

Food and Fountain Specialties

different ways An ideal gift for

are served in the
UNIVERSITY CLUB

HIM oi any He* of year.
ft'i a sport shirt *j£ ....

It i the £/** shirt

NEW
while they are new
REPRINTS
REFERENCE
We can get you any book
that is printed.
Com* in and look around,
you art always welcome.

FRI., SAT.
Oct. 1-2
Open 2:15 Sat.
frith

"TRAIL TO
LAREDO"
Charles Starrett
SUN., MON.

Oct. 3.4

"MICHAEL
O'HALLORAN"

Notice to Clubs, Sororities and Fraternities:

with
Scotty Beckett

BOOK SHOP
We carry a good stock of
books

Oct. 3-4

"A DATE WITH
JUDY"

Rappaport's
BOWLING GREEN'S
MOST COMPLETE

return to school, James Zeller,
sophomore, was sent to Fremont
Memorial Hospital for treatment
of thre smashed fingers received
while at work.
Assurance came from Doa Cunningham, the athletic department's
publicity director, about tickets
for the coming Toledo UniversityBowling Green football game.
There will be plenty for all.
Joan Brodie, who replaced Evelyn Lockman as modern dance instructor, is an editor of the magazine, "Dance Observer." It is a
well known periodical in the filed
of dance.
Skip Ward, last year's Senior
Class president, who has been
making announcing his life work
at Station WLEC, Sandusky, has
now taken an announcing job at
WTAM, Cleveland. By going to
Cleveland he will triple his salary,
collect any talent fees he may run
into, and take a crack at television
in Ocotber. I remember it was
only last year when students heard
Skip's broadcast from Madison
Square Garden when he interviewed Bowling Green's own Eva
Marie Saint, another graduate who
gave television quite a jolt.
Thanks to Jan Dunson, it was
brought to attention that Kodachrome pictures of Pat Brume appear in the Sept. 1948 edition of
the National Geographic Magazine
now on file at the Library. You
can see Pat cavorting across pages
360 and 865.
So another week passes. Just
to keep you guessing—T.T.F.N.

Now is the time to make your
TUE., THURS.

"Fall Party Reservations"
"Parties and Sunday Dinners are a specialty
with us."
Phone 4482
or contact Mrs. Barr or Mr. Cheer

Oct. 5-7

"CHEYENNE"
The Store for Young Men and Men who
wish to stay young

.

CAMPUS MEN'S SHOP
Near The Post Office

with
Dennis Morgan and Jane
Wyman
ALSO

"BLONDIE KNOWS
BEST"
with
Penny Singleton and
Arthur Lake

Ill ilk tU Qalconl
MISTAKES WERE THE RULE
Bowling Green won its ball game Saturday but the performance of the Falrons left much to be desired. First game jitters
were very much in evidence and with a more powerful opponent
might have proved disasterous. Both teams, in fact, lost numerous opportunities to march goalward.
For the first time Bee Gee stuck to the T-formation almost exclusively and somehow it did not seem to click with'any repeated
success. lack Woodland and Max Minnlch looked like their old
selves but always had to fight hard for every yard. The great
advantage of the T is supposed to be its quick opening plays and
deception. The Orange and Brown displayed few of the former
and none of. the loiter.
Everyone in the top row of the stadium knew exactly where
the ball was at all times. It seemed like single-wing football from
a new formation. Perhaps Coach Bob Whittaker was holding
back the extra-special plays from the eyes of the Toledo University scouts in the press box, but this possibility is extremely doubtfuj. One game must be played at a time and the Bobcats were a
tough bunch all day.
T QUARTERBACK LACKING
One of the difficulties seems to be that there is no standout to
man the vital quarterback post. Russ Maples is an excellent
single-wing field general but Saturday in the passing and ballhandling slot he left quite a bit to be desired. His passes were
both very good and very bad. Rod Lash is another of the same
' breed. He, too, punts beautifully, blocks well, and drives hard.
Besides directing the attack, however, the guy under the center
must throw accurate, powerful passes. Nick Pohlman was used
principally on defense and his passing is still an unknown factor.
Bob Puchalla, of the mighty arm and bad knee, sat out the
ball game amid shouts from the stands that he be inserted. He
may be the man who finally will be called upon to do the pitching.
The line, as in past years, was masterful on defense. It was
the anti-aerial game that the Bobcats found to be our Achilles
heel. Pass defense, both in the rushing of the throwers and the
work of the secondary downfield, was pitifully weak at times.
Near the end of the game, when Whittaker used a combine of
Pete Schmidt and Pohlman at the halfs and Minnich or Jack Freitas at safety, things tightened up.
PASS DEFENSE NEEDS IMPROVEMENT
The boys undoubtedly will spend a good portion of this week
on defense drills. No one who was present a year ago has forgotten how Pabalis and the rest of the Central Michigan gang
almost pulled that game out of the fire via the airways.
Last week we predicted a 20-6 Bee Gee victory but, through a
slip-up, part of the column was deleted. Believing that the team
is a good one and that it will have all of the opening game kinks
out, we again take the Falcons by 14 points. Bee Gee 20, Central
Michigan 6.
PREDICTIONS FOR THE WEEK
Alabama over Vanderbilt . . . Army to swamp Lafayette . . .
Baldwin-Wallace to beat Akron . . . Princeton over Brown . . .
California to down St. Mary's . . . Cincinnati over Kavier . . .
Colgate to upset Rutgers . . . Columbia over a good Harvard team
. . . Perm over Dartmouth . . . Dayton to beat St. Bonaventure . . .
Detroit to finally take Marauette . . . Duke over Tennessee . . .
North Carolina to roll over Qeorgia . . . Holy Cross over Syracuse
. . . Illinois to top Wisconsin . . . Indiana over Iowa . . . Kentucky
to rum the tables on Ole Miss . . . Michigan over Oregon . . .
Cornell over Navy . . . Minnesota 'to beat Nebraska . . . Purdue
over Northwestern . .. Notre Dame over Pitt . . . Southern Cal over
Ohio State . . . TCU luck to hold out against Oklahoma . . . Toledo
over John Carrol! . . . William and Mary to take Wake Forest . . .
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Falcon Grounded

^i Central Michigan Next Foe
Of Invading Bee Gee Squad
By Bob Sullivan

The Bowling Green football team travels to Mt. Pleasant,
Mich, this week to meet a strong Central Michigan eleven.
The game is slated to get underway at 8 p.m. at Alumni Field.
This will be the ninth meeting of the two teams. The
Falcons hold an edge over the Chippewas with six wins and
two losses in past contests.
Relations . between the two
schools began in 1924 with the
Falcons on the short end of a 21
to 0 scoi*. B.C. took the next two
games in 1920 and 1931, and then
dropped the Chips from the achedule.
In 1943 play again resumed
with Bowling Green suffering only
one
loss since then, in 1946.
Season reserved seats for BowlLast year the Falcons provided
Max Minnich, Bowling Green halfback, is brought down by a ing Green's home football games
a thriller for local fans by squeez•warm of Ohio U. tackier* during last Saturday'* action at Athens.
go on sale at 8:30 Friday morning ing a 20 to 19 win from Central.
at the Men's Gym.
The Indians drew first blood when
Price to students will be 60c Guard Ed Weede recovere da B.G.
for a book of four tickets reserv- fumble in the end zone.
Passes from Ennis Walker to
ing the same seat for each of the
Max Minnich and Vern Dunham
games the Falcons play here.
gave the Falcons two tallies, whilo
Ticket Manager Don Cunning- Jack Woodland broke away for
Intramurals swing into full blast this week with both the
ham
announced
that
the
sale
will
16 yards to pay dirt. After findindependents and fraternities engaging in tennis, football, and
be on a first come, first serve basis. ing a weakness in the Falcon pass
horseshoes.
Students wishing to sit together defense, Pabalis hit Giesc for two
Central scores.
The fraternities start action this afternoon on the tennis
must buy their tickets at the same
Head Coach I.yle Bennett didn't
courts with all games starting at 4:30. On courts one and two, time.
call his clan together until Sept.
Pi Theta engages Kappa Sigma. Sigma Nu and Pi Kappa
All those purchasing books must 11., this being from one to two
Alpha battle on courts three and
bring Activity or ID cards. Soror- weeks later than the opening drills
four, and Sigma Alpha Kpsilon is
ities, fraternities, and other of other colleges. To make things
against Sigma Chi pn courts five
groups may obtain blocks of seats rougher, they opened eight days
and six.
later against the Bulldogs of Ferby having one representative bring ris Institute, but swamped Ferris
At 4:30 next Monday. I'iKA
engages ATO on courts one nnd
all their group's cards to the ticket 27 to 6.
two, the Kappa Sigs and Sigma
office.
Both the Falcons and the ChipChi meet on three and four.
Sigma Nu, defending InterfruThis year's ticket nlan is de- pewas will employ the T formaCourts five and six see Sigma Nu
tion.
This however is new to the
ternity Bowling champions, start- signed so that students can attend
and SAE in the final net match.
Six football games arc on the ed the new season by taking four all the home games without wait- Chips as it is the first year Coach
docket for 10:30 Saturday morn- points from Phi Delta Friday eve- ing in a long line, hours before Bennett has tutored his squad
under this system. A good deal of
ing. On field one PiKA meets ninir. On the next alley SAE gnmetime, to get a good seat.
their success will depend upon
Beta Sigma; Theta Chi plays Zeta
Single game reserved seats will their ability to adopt themselves
llcta Tau on field two; Gamma trounced Sigma Chi for four
also be available for those who do to the T.
Theta Nu and Sigma Chi on field" counters.
On hand were seven men who
not want season books. These
Jack
Mercer
paced
SAE
as
he
three; Delta Tau Delta nnd Chi
were regarded as regulars last seatickets,
priced
at
16c,
will
be
on
Alpha on field four; ATO and Pi rolled games of 105, 240, and 202
son. They are end Ed Schuknecht,
sale the week before the game.
tackle Jack Fitzpatrick, guards
Theta on field five; nnd Kappa to total 007. This is the first time
Ticket office hours this year will Ed Weede and Co-Cnpt. Chuck
Sigma and Phi Delta on field six. in the history of the league that
Kohloff, halfbacks Don Kuhlman
be 8:30-11:30 a.m. and 1-6 p.m.
In the independent world, there a 000 series has been put together.
and Co. Capt. Mike Yedinak, and
Tom
Mellugh
helped
Kappa
Sigis one tennis match scheduled for
quarterback Isham Williams, conma
to
a
four
point
victory
over
verted from end. Yedinak proved
Tuesday, Oct. 5. Hut H meets the
to be a big gun against Ferris by
KP's on courts one and two at Delta Tau Delta, lie rolled a 662
setting up the first touchdown,
series with a high game of 209.
4:30.
There will be a meeting of then carrying the ball across for
Other matches found I'i Kappa freshman basketball candidates in
Independent horseshoes starts
the other three scores.
tomorrow afternoon at 4:30, when Alpha taking three markers from Boom 101, Men's Gym at 7 p.m.
the
ATO
combine
and
Pi
Theta
Hut H pitches against the Potshots
Wednesday, Sept. 29. Those who
beating Theta Chi for three.
in pits one and two.
arc out for the freshman football
Bill Allen of Sigma Nu, and squad and want to piny basketball
On Tuesday, Oct. 5, in pits one
and two, the KP's and Potshots Marv Horgeson of I'iKA enterc 1 report at the meeting also. Men
battle. All these contests take the charmed circle with games of who were at the meeting last week
need not attend.
place at 4:30 and are in League I. 207 and 200, respectively.
Thomas F. Lloyd, a graduate
student at Bowling Green, has
been named assistant trainer by
Athletic Director Harold Anderson.
Lloyd, a 32 year-old married
veteran from Nyack, N. Y., will
also teach swimming and service
courses as a graduate assistant in
the physical education department.
Lloyd has a BS degree in Education. After graduation from
Spring Valley, N. Y. High School
A Decca Release
in 1937, he played both semi-pro
football and hockey.
'^ WFET swinging Monica Lewis is more than
The new assistant to trainer Al
ever a "rave-fave" with her latest ballad.
Sawdy is the father of a 22 monthMonica herself says that "A Tree in the Meadow,"
old daughter.
a top-ten ballad, is her favorite new recording'
And her favorite cigarette is Camel. As
Monica puts it, "After crying and comparing
many different brands, I find Camels suit me best"
WUn Your Sh»Dod* Say*
Try Camels on your'T-Zone"-'T' for
taste, "T' for throat. See for yourself
why, with millions who have tried
and compared, Camels are the
"choice of experience."

Season Grid
Ticket Sales

Open Friday

Intramural Athletic Season Starts,
Play This Week In Three Sports

Champs Take

Bowling Lead

Freshman Basketball
Candidates To Meet

Lloyd Named
To Assistant
Trainer Post

and she's worth listening to ln-

It's Mo Joke

WORN HttU AND SOUS shortsn the Ms
of your thtss . .. union you pot thsm to fha
■hot dot Nx aoat Most people watt lev long
brio., bring**. Mi skats si tor rspol/. •»
mil aicust s woor. <ttt nnln, mutf w4
wotor Somops -solan lbs whots wructuro
ofrhsahos.
B'lnoyour ihooileut a>»W-ond who* ws
put an now islsi sr MsMs hall tolas .. .
ond now KMU U topJIhs ... your KSOM Son,
• now looos on Ills—look and wasr l*a now.

Church Shoe
Shop
131 So. Main

Falcons Edge Ohio 13-7
As Minnich Scores Two
Bowling Green opened its 1948 football season at Athens
Saturday with a 13-7 victory over the Bobcats of Ohio University in a raggedly played but thoroughly exciting game.
The Falcons scored once in the second quarter on a fourth
down pass from Russ Maples to Max Minnich, and once in
the third period when Minnich skirted right end for six yards
anil another counter.
on th(, QU 42
Howje Scn8etlke
Jack Woodland's fine running waa hci(| for n0 Kain Minnich (tot
was instrumental in both the three, and Woodland legged It 22
Orange and Brown scores. The yards to the 17. The rugged fullBobcats' touchdown came in the back got two and Minnich got one.
dying minutes of the game when Maples' pass was incomplete and it
Pat Connelly passed to end Chet was fourth and 7 on the 14.
Rojcck.
Maples again faded back and
From the beginning, the play this time hit Minnich in the end
was wild and unpredictable. In zone.
Ed Simmons converted.
tho second minute of the first The score remained 7-0 until midquarter Bob Schnelker recovered way in the third period when cenan OU fumble on the Falcon 35 ter Bernie Wheeler recovered a
yard line only to have the home fumble on the OU 32.
team fall on a Bee Gee bobble on
Woodland again set up the score
the next play.
as he ran and stiffarmed his way
After losing 19 yards immedi- to the 13. Minnich followed up
ately, Ohio started moving down- once more as he circled right end
field. Chris Stefan and Ed Sud- and was forced out on the two
nick pitched the Bobcats down to yard line. Two plays later the
the Falcon four as the pass de- flashy halfback hit right tackle for
fense looked helpless. Making its the touchdown. Simmons' try for
first goal line stand of the season, extra point was wide.
the Bee (ice line held for four
Dave Wcntz's recovery of a
downs.
fumble and Pat Connelly's fine
Maples completed a pass to passing accounted for the tardy
Schnelker, who fumbled. Glen touchdown.
Davis recovered for OU on their
45. Both teams were unable to
gain and exchanged punts. Hero
MON.
Stefan put on a show as, after he
OCT. 4
was appaicntly trapped 20 yards
8:30 P.M.
behind tho lino of scrimmage, he
circled left end for a first down.
Pennlties interfered, however, and
finally Ohio kicked out on the Falcon 13.
More exchanges of punts .followed and the game was well into
the second period when Maples
finally tossed to Dunham who lateraled to Minnich for a first down
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Mort's Barber
Shop
By Appointment

PHONE 12015
114 No. Church
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Senior physical education majors in the Women's Physical
Education Dept. are organizing a Fencing Club tomorrow evening
at 7:30 In Room 206, Women's Bldg. Iris Andrews, assistant professor of physical education, will serve as faculty adviser. Fencing has been limited to senior majors due to lack of adequate
equipment.
This Is a busy week for the senior majors because they have
decided to challenge the freshmen majors in a hockey game
Friday afternoon at 4. Come out and cheer for your class team.
Let's show that we have class spirit.
Pat Vannoredall and Carrie Knowles, senior majors, were
elected as class representatives lo the Physical Education Club
board which meets this afternoon at 4. All officers and class
representatives are requested to be present. Tentative plans will
be scheduled for the year.
INTRAMURAL PLAY STARTS
Hockey and soccer team play starts next week. Those who
have not signed up and wish to play should contact Dorothy
Fornia, intramural director, this week. No one can join a team
after competition starts. Credit toward a sweater award will be
given for participation in these sports. All-star teams will be chosen at the end of the season.

Just Phone 14392
We pick up and deliver your clothes promptly

"Quality Rapid Service"

LONG'S CLEANERS
228 No. Main St.

swuuo-tmm
$2.50, $2, $1.60 incl. tax
Ticketa, Arena and B. R. Biker
Co. Mall orders filled

Sports Arena
Ph. 2403

"Naturally, I smoked
CHESTERFIELDS while
working on my new picture,
BEYOND GLORY. They're
always MILDER...

It's MY cigarette.

Surplus I). S. Air Corps
Flight Jackets

10.98

Colt the Cov't. $20

Lookin. lor a iupc. duper Chriitmsi lift lor the nun in your liter Thea doa"t
BUM theea lli«ht jaekett it Cattnar'i! Thoy COM tht lovernnwnt W> ...
they COM you juit 10.98 . . . and «i »ik you. where can you had the I.ko
lor nek • price? Batra warn, watar repellent, windprool olive drab fabric
with lambakin collar Zipper front, 2 deep pocketi and anu| knit culla aad
waiat. Never a bettei buy I Siaea J4 to 44.

The ZIOJV STORE

The official five game schedule
for Bowling Green's freshman
football team was announced Monday by the Athletic Department.
- The games, all of which will be
played away from Rome, consist of
four day tilts and one nocturnal
affair.
The reason there have
been no home games scheduled
for the junior Falcons is to insure
that the recently planted Bee Gee
gridiron is in perfect shape for the
varsity gdmes.
The schedule for the freshmen,
the roughest in many years, gets
underway with a night game
against Toledo University. The
game, because of the strong rivalry between the two schools, will
probably be one of the best on the
five game card. No definite field

has' been designated for the contest but it is probably will be
played in Toledo's Glass Bowl.
According to Coach Fred Marsh
a starting lineup is still very much
in the future. Up to the present
time he has been experimenting
with many new lads for each starling assignment. He has made several cuts in order to get the squad
down to a workable size but many
new candidates have been reporting for practice each day.
The schedule:
Thura.. Oct. 21—Univeraity ol Toledo at
Toledo (Nlaht)
Sat.. Oct. 30—Michigan Slat* Normal al
Ypellantl
Frl.. NOT. 5—Ohio Univeraity al Alhani
Sal.. Nov. 13—Kenl Slat* at Kant
Frl.. Nov. 19—Ohio Watlayan al Dataware
FOR RENT: Room (or two woman atudenta or (acuity woman. Call 117 C Read
after 4:30 p.m.

The Three Suns' Album
containing
• When Day is Done * The Breeze And I

te*tati fasti*...

On. Main St.

Freshmen Schedule
Five Road Contests

if Twilight Time

if Sunrise Serenade

t»r Deep Purple

ic Hindustan

ir Dardanella

• I'll Never Wish For
More Than This

THE LION STORE APPLIANCE
SHOP

